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1. A short message from the president 

It is without any doubt not very original to talk – once more! - about the pandemic. Yet, 

unfortunately, the pandemic was also in 2021 of overwhelming presence in our lives. It 

impacted societies and had its effects on professional associations like ours. This long-

lasting situation truly exhausted many of us and reduced our ability to engage in voluntary 

work related to the SAGS or other professional associations. This makes me feel even more 

grateful and appreciative to my SAGS colleagues: In 2021, they made our association run 

by organising manifold activities and participating in stimulating debates. Under these 

strenuous conditions, we – as I would argue – successfully consolidated the structures and 

activities we had initiated long before.  

Our publication series “Gender Issues,” which we have been hosting since the beginning 

of 2020, published its first book in 2021. But it doesn’t stop here: Four more books are 

already in the pipeline. The selection process for the Brigitte Schnegg Prize, for which we 

received many excellent applications, demonstrated that gender studies are more vivid 

and dynamic than ever. A new generation of young scholars is pushing gender studies 

further in new and original theoretical ways by bringing up empirically highly insightful and 

critical work demonstrating the significance of gender and sexuality in our societies. The 

organizers of our bi-annual conference on Women’s suffrage and democracy today: 

Critique, memory, visions which took place in November at the University of Zurich, 

insisted on an ‘on-site-only’ event: Even though this implicated a complex setting (and a 

lot of work), it proved to be the perfect move during this pandemic: Direct encounters and 

interactions were not only highly appreciated by the participants, but they allowed 

intellectual exchanges and an atmosphere which many of us had been missing lately. 

Finally, our members’ assembly in November was attended by 24 people (14 online and 

10 onsite), a clear sign of the continuing importance of the work our association is doing. 

In this sense, it seems to me that this year calls for nothing less than an extraordinary 

thank you to all our members, especially the board members, who have found the energy 

and intellectual stamina to engage in all these activities. 

Where shall we be heading next year or in the years to come? With Dominique Grisard, 

the new SAGS Vice-President, we have introduced a new and more precise division of tasks 

within the SAGS presidency. The aim is to make time to launch new activities, develop 

visions together with our board, and tackle issues in the realm of gender and sexuality that 

are of utmost importance but which we have not yet had time to address. There are, of 

course, many issues ‘on the menu,’ and we will not be able to tackle all of them in 2022. 

But I would like to mention just two that I think are crucial challenges: First, we are 

currently observing a considerable increase in the number of students in gender studies, 

at the Master’s level but even more so at the Ph.D. level. While this is good news, we 

realise that we do not have the resources within Swiss universities to support and supervise 

all these Master’s and Ph.D. students. We will work to alleviate this problem because, of 

course, the anchoring of gender studies in Swiss universities is one of the main goals of 

the SAGS – an ambitious and complex one. Second, there is currently a lot of discussion 

about the precarious working conditions in Swiss universities, a precarity (and inequality) 

that mainly lies on the shoulders of early-career academics. Many aspects of this problem 

are gendered (among others), and it is time for the SAGS to get more involved in these 

debates.  
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I want to end this introduction with two quotes from “Feminist theory from margin to 

center” (1984), written by bell hooks, who died in 2021 (1952-2021). bell hooks has been 

of paramount importance in my intellectual and feminist trajectory, as she has been for 

many of us.  

 

“When women actively struggle in a truly supportive way to understand our differences, to 

change misguided, distorted perspectives, we lay the foundation for the experience of political 

solidarity. Solidarity is not the same as support. To experience solidarity, we must have a 

community of interests, shared beliefs and goals around which to unite, to build Sisterhood. 

Support can be occasional. It can be given and just as easily withdrawn. Solidarity requires 

sustained, ongoing commitment. In feminist movement, there is need for diversity, 

disagreement, and difference if we are to grow” (p.64). 

 

“To build a mass-based feminist movement, we need to have a liberatory ideology that can be 

shared with everyone. That revolutionary ideology can be created only if the experiences of 

people on the margin who suffer sexist oppression and other forms of group oppression are 

understood, addressed, and incorporated. They must participate in feminist movement as 

makers of theory and as leaders of action. In past feminist practice, we have been satisfied 

with relying on self-appointed individuals, some of whom are more concerned about exercising 

authority and power than with communicating with people from various backgrounds and 

political perspectives. Such individuals do not choose to learn about collective female 

experience, but impose their own ideas and values. Leaders are needed, and should be 

individuals who acknowledge their relationship to the group and who are accountable to it. 

They should have the ability to show love and compassion, show this love through their actions, 

and be able to engage in successful dialogue” (p.173). 

 

RIP bell hooks. 

 

Janine Dahinden, January 2022, president of the SAGS 

___________________________________________________________ 

2. Board and Membership of the SAGS 

2.1. Board, members and redefinition of the tasks of the 

presidency 

By the end of 2021, the fifteen board members represented seven Swiss universities, two 

language regions, and a wide range of disciplines and positions. The board met three times 

in 2021.  

With thirty new members joining and twenty members leaving in 2021, the SAGS counted 

exactly 300 members on December 31, 2021. This represents an increase of 10 members 

compared to 2020. 

There have been two changes in the board of the SAGS. First, Hélène Martin left the board 

at the beginning of the year and was replaced by Anne Lavanchy. Second, given her 

engagement in the Think Tank Gender and Diversity, Nathalie Amstutz decided to leave 
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the vice presidency, which Dominique Grisard then took over. (Dominique Grisard will 

nevertheless stand for election at the 2022 members’ assembly). We want to express our 

warmest thanks to Nathalie for the fantastic work she has done, the excellent spirit she 

has brought, and for her committed engagement. Nathalie Amstutz continues as a member 

of the board. 

This change has allowed us to fundamentally rethink the division of tasks between the 

president and the vice president: 

Dominique Grisard will take over the responsibility as chair and coordinator of the “Gender 

Issues” editorial board as of 1.01.2022. She will also chair the jury of the Brigitte Schnegg 

Prize. 

Janine Dahinden will continue to take care of all other tasks and focus on developing new 

activities and strategies within the SAGS. 

The members’ assembly was held on November 5 in a hybrid format, with 24 attendees 

(10 on-site and 14 online). 

 

Table 1: Board members, 2021 

Name Function 

Janine Dahinden President, University of Neuchâtel 

Nathalie Amstutz Vice-President, FHNW, Olten 

Michèle Amacker University of Berne 

Sébastien Chauvin University of Lausanne 

Claudia D’Andrea Student Representative, University of Neuchâtel 

Bettina Dennerlein University of Zurich 

Annelise Erismann Public Relations, University of Lausanne 

Dominique Grisard University of Basel 

Anne Lavanchy HETS, Geneva 

Matthias Luterbach Cashier, University of Basel 

Katrin Meyer University of Zurich 

Katharina Pelzelmayer FemWiss 

Marion Schulze University of Basel 

Anna Sommer Gender Campus 

Fleur Weibel Public Relations, Think Tank Gender & Diversity 
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Table 2: Board members, 2022 

Name Function 

Janine Dahinden President, University of Neuchâtel 

Dominique Grisard Vice-President, University of Basel 

Michèle Amacker University of Berne 

Nathalie Amstutz FHNW, Olten 

Sébastien Chauvin University of Lausanne 

Claudia D’Andrea Student Representative, University of Neuchâtel 

Bettina Dennerlein University of Zurich 

Annelise Erismann Public Relations, University of Lausanne 

Anne Lavanchy HETS, Geneva 

Matthias Luterbach Cashier, University of Basel 

Hélène Martin HETSL, Lausanne 

Katrin Meyer University of Zurich 

Katharina Pelzelmayer FemWiss 

Marion Schulze University of Basel 

Anna Sommer Gender Campus 

Fleur Weibel Public Relations, Think Tank Gender & Diversity 

___________________________________________________________ 

3. Scientific Activities 

3.1. SAGS Publication Series “Gender Issues” 

We are delighted that our book series “Gender Issues” – which we have taken over the 

editorial direction since January 2020 – is gaining momentum and dynamics. 

The first book was published in 2021. 

 

AG TransforMen, Baumgarten, D., Luterbach, M., Peitz, M., Rabhi-Sidler, S., 

Stiehler, S., Studer, T., Thym, A. and Zinn, I. (eds.) (2021) Zeitdiagnose 

Männlichkeiten Schweiz. Zürich und Genf: Seismo (Geschlechterfragen | Question 

de Genre | Gender Issues). 

Available in open access at: https://www.seismoverlag.ch/de/daten/zeitdiagnose-

mannlichkeiten-schweiz 

Wandel und Persistenz der Geschlechterverhältnisse in Arbeitswelt, Familie und Politik 

bedeuten für Männer* und Männlichkeit(en) spezifische Möglichkeiten und 

https://www.seismoverlag.ch/de/daten/zeitdiagnose-mannlichkeiten-schweiz
https://www.seismoverlag.ch/de/daten/zeitdiagnose-mannlichkeiten-schweiz
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Herausforderungen. Zur Debatte steht, was sich gegenwärtig überhaupt verändert. Welche 

Entwicklungen werden ausgemacht? Welche Potenziale, Widersprüche und Spannungen – 

für Männer* und für die Gesellschaft – tun sich auf oder entstehen dadurch? Wie haben 

sich Männlichkeiten historisch in der Schweiz überhaupt gestaltet und ausgebildet? 

Das Buch bündelt Forschungsbeiträge zu Männlichkeit(en) in der Schweiz, die zu einer 

kritischen Zeitdiagnose beitragen. Dabei werden Perspektiven aus verschiedenen 

Disziplinen – der Geschlechterforschung, Soziologie, Sozialen Arbeit, Geschichte, 

Literaturwissenschaft, Psychologie und Migrationsforschung – eingebracht. 

The Vernissage of the book Zeitdiagnose Männlichkeiten Schweiz took place on 18 

November at the Labyrinth bookshop in Basel. Four of the editors presented the process 

of the book’s development and gave their thoughts on the publication of the collection. 

Katrin Meyer, for the editorial committee of the Gender Issues series, and Franziska Dörig, 

from Seismo Publishers, welcomed the book’s publication. 

   

                                                                                                     (© jonasgillmann.ch) 

The book had some important media echo, being prominently featured in SRF Kultur on 

November 4, 2021: https://www.srf.ch/kultur/gesellschaft-religion/sachbuch-ueber-

maennlichkeit-was-heisst-mann-sein-in-der-schweiz.  

Four of the editors also presented the book on November 6 at BuchBasel. 

https://www.buchbasel.ch/media/images/_P5A3289.original.jpg. 

The next book will be published in early 2002 as the follow-up anthology to the 2019 

Biennial Conference of the SAGS. Edited by Dominique Grisard, Annelise Erismann and 

Janine Dahinden, this volume entitled Violent Times, Rising Resistance – An 

Interdisciplinary Gender Perspective brings together contributions from 11 authors. 

 

https://www.srf.ch/kultur/gesellschaft-religion/sachbuch-ueber-maennlichkeit-was-heisst-mann-sein-in-der-schweiz
https://www.srf.ch/kultur/gesellschaft-religion/sachbuch-ueber-maennlichkeit-was-heisst-mann-sein-in-der-schweiz
https://www.buchbasel.ch/media/images/_P5A3289.original.jpg
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The publication of a third book is announced for 2022: Domesticités globalisées: 

Perspectives philipinnes by Julien Debonneville. 

 

We are also delighted that four more books are expected to come out in the next two 

years. 

On this occasion, we reiterate our encouragement to all early-career and 

established scholars working on gender or with a gender perspective, from the 

humanities or the social sciences, to submit their manuscript. 

3.2. SAGS Conference 2021: Women’s suffrage and democracy 

today: Critique, memory, visions 

Since 2010, the SAGS has been organizing a conference every second year. Our 2021-

conference took place on 26-27 November at the University of Zurich.  

The conference sought to reflect and celebrate the Swiss women’s right to vote introduced 

at the federal level in 1971. However, the conference covered more than just topics serving 

a historical re-contextualisation of women's suffrage in Switzerland. The suggested axes 

(“critique, memory and visions”) aimed to offer a much broader intersectional perspective 

on the processes and practices of democracy in Switzerland and abroad. By questioning 

heteronormative and Eurocentric conceptions of citizenship, addressing issues of 

democratic justice in the workplace, developing reflections on digital democracy, and 

integrating philosophical, legal and historical approaches into its program, the conference 

panels and keynotes demonstrated that democracy today remains largely an "unfinished 

project". 

A pandemic lull allowed the conference organizers to welcome over a hundred participants 

on site. Participants from Brazil, Egypt, Germany, Kenya, Turkey and Switzerland joined 

the two-day conference to discuss, critically approach and reflect on the topic of women’s 

rights and democracy. 

 
Katrin Meyer, Welcome speech (© SAGS) 
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Eleven panels and 34 presentations were subdivided along the previously cited three 

different axes (“critique, memory, and visions.”) The participants could enjoy the physical 

presence of three keynote speakers and attend a public round table. 

Three keynotes on site 

The keynote of Hoda Elsadda (Cairo) titled Feminist Lives: Contestation, Erasure and 

Dissonant Memories revolved around an Egyptian activist Duriyya Shafik, an outspoken 

advocate for women and human rights throughout the 40s and 50s. 

In her keynote speech on Kenyan Feminism in the Digital Age, Nanjala Nyabola (Nairobi) 

spoke about feminist activities at the intersection of digital and analogue politics and shed 

light on their (post-)colonial context. 

Finally, bringing the topic of women’s rights and democracy back home, Andrea Maihofer 

(Basel) addressed the modern challenges of democracy, including the politics of memory 

and dealing with historical injustice, the rise of the right-wing populism, and the sharpening 

care-crisis. 

     
                          Hoda Elsadda                       Nanjala Nyabola                  Andrea Maihofer (© SAGS) 

ACT! Politik, Protest, Performance 

The conference was consolidated by a roundtable titled “ACT! Politik, Protest, 

Performance,” moderated by Kaspar Surber (Editorial board WOZ). The three participants, 

Michelle Akanji (co-director Theaterhaus Gessnerallee), Ezgi Akyol (head map-F, former 

AL municipal councilor), Tillie Kottman (hacktivist), approached the topic of democracy 

from the perspective of ‘hacktivism’, cultural production and parliamentary politics. 

 
From left to right: Kaspar Surber, Ezgi Akyol, Tillie Kottmann, Michelle Akanji (© SAGS) 
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For panel abstracts and detailed information about this year’s conference please follow the 

link below: https://www.gendercampus.ch/de/sggf/fachtagung-sggf-2021. 

Meeting the SAGS over breakfast 

On Saturday morning, the "Meet the SAGS" event brought about fifteen participants for a 

relaxed breakfast in the University cafeteria. After a short introduction, participants had 

the opportunity to exchange with colleagues working on similar issues in other institutions 

and cantons. For new members of the SSEG, the breakfast was an opportunity to meet 

some of the SSEG committee members and discuss their interests in gender issues in an 

informal and friendly setting. 

3.3. Brigitte Schnegg Award 2021: The winners of the 3rd edition 

The Brigitte-Schnegg-Prize was created in honour of Prof Dr. Brigitte Schnegg, the director 

of the Interdisciplinary Centre for Gender Studies at the University of Bern until her 

unexpected death in spring 2014. Brigitte Schnegg was an outstanding historian and 

gender scholar in Switzerland and an important promoter of young scholars in gender 

studies. On a more personal note, she was a dear colleague for many of us and we will all 

remember her for her open, positive and intelligent spirit and good humour. The purpose 

of this biannual award is to honour outstanding academic work in gender studies in 

Switzerland that contributes to social and political change. 

The 2021 edition of the Brigitte Schnegg Prize was attributed to Dr. Faten Khazaei for 

her thesis Manufacturing Difference: Double Standard in Swiss Institutional Responses to 

Intimate Partner Violence. 

Thanks to its innovative research approach, high scientific standard, reflexivity, and high 

societal and political relevance, Dr. Khazaei’s doctoral thesis convinced the jury members. 

By presenting an empirical, multi-sited ethnographic case study on intimate partner 

violence – a topic of significant political relevance – this work adds nuanced knowledge to 

a debate that often remains highly generalized. The jury emphasized further that by 

including three different institutions that intervene in the treatment of IPV cases at various 

stages, this Ph.D. thesis succeeds in showing the overarching structural logic of 

racialization of sexism. Finally, the jury also emphasized reflexivity and positionality as 

methodological innovations of this thesis and indicators of excellence. This thesis is likely 

to become obligatory reading on the institutional treatment of IPV in Switzerland. 

Therefore, it consists of a valuable contribution to societal and political change, as we 

expect from every Brigitte Schnegg laureate. 

An honourable mention was awarded to Dr. Leandra Bias for her thesis The 

(Im)Possibility of Feminist Critique in Authoritarianism: Revisiting Western Knowledge-

Transfer in Russia & Serbia. The jury considered this Ph.D. thesis of particular political 

significance for transnational feminisms, especially given current developments in Russia 

and Serbia. Post-communist Europe is often forgotten in the scholarly debates about 

transnational feminisms and their power relations. Given the dangerous consequences of 

the current authoritarian anti-Western and anti-gender discourse for feminists in post-

communist Russia and Serbia, tackling this theoretical – and inherently political – gap is 

long-overdue. 

The Brigitte Schnegg prize winner and the honorary mention recipient were revealed on 

November 5th at the end of our annual general assembly. The ceremony included a very 

https://www.gendercampus.ch/de/sggf/fachtagung-sggf-2021
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stimulating lecture by Dr. Faten Khazaei entitled Re-politicising intersectionality: In theory 

and practice. 

 
From left to right: Faten Khazaei, Janine Dahinden, Leandra Bias (© SAGS) 

Congratulations to the winners! 

We would also like to thank this year’s jury members for their commitment, namely: 

• Nathalie Amstutz, Professor of Diversity Management, University of Applied 

Sciences Northwestern Switzerland - FHNW 

• Lilian Fankhauser, Co-Head of the Gender Equality Office, University of Bern 

• Andrea Maihofer, Professor Emeritus, Department of Social Sciences, University of 

Basel 

• Katharina Pelzelmayer, FemWiss Representative and Research Associate, Swiss 

University of Applied Sciences Kalaidos 

• Doris Wastl-Walter, Professor Emeritus, Institute of Geography, University of Bern 

• Chair of the jury: 

• Janine Dahinden, Professor of Transnational Studies, University of Neuchâtel 

• Doris Wastl-Walter in the last round (following Janine Dahinden's withdrawal due 

to conflict of interest) 

___________________________________________________________ 

4. Outward Communication 

In 2021, the SAGS PR Team, consisting of Fleur Weibel and Annelise Erismann, in close 

support of SAGS secretary Martine Schaer, has continued pursuing an external 

communication strategy focused on delivering a steady flow of information to establish a 

sustainable online presence. This year’s communication evolved around publicizing the 

November conference to our targeted audiences in Switzerland. For instance, we had 

inserted an advertisement for the conference in the Magazine FemInfo months before it 

took place. This strategy seems to have been successful. As a result, we now count with 

335 Bulletin subscribers (an increase of 8.8% compared to last year’s figure), 558 Twitter 

followers (a rise of 39.2% compared to the previous figure), and 394 persons who like our 

page on Facebook (an impressive increase of 43.8% compared to the corresponding figure 

in 2020). 
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In our last board meeting, Fleur Weibel expressed her interest in stepping down from the 

PR team in 2022. She has been responsible for public relations of the SAGS since 2018, 

when the new website was designed and implemented. We thanked Fleur for all the work 

done so far and started looking for a person to take over the PR together with Annelise in 

2022. 

For a detailed overview of SAGS activities in 2021, kindly see our previous Bulletins: 

• Bulletin SSEG-SGGF 2021 | 1 

• Bulletin SSEG-SGGF 2021 | 2 

• Bulletin SSEG-SGGF 2021 | 3 

___________________________________________________________ 

5. Cooperations, Networking & Anchoring of Gender 

Studies 

5.1. Think Tank Gender & Diversity: New FORUM Activites – funded by 

Swissuniversites 2021-2024 

The Think Tank Gender & Diversity pursues the goal of networking, developing, and 

promoting the vast knowledge and competencies created among higher education in the 

fields of gender and diversity in cooperation with the SGGF/SSEG and the GENDER 

CAMPUS. Some changes occurred with the start of the second phase of the Think Tank in 

January 2021, funded by swissuniversities: Andrea Maihofer (University of Basel) has 

withdrawn from the think tank presidency. The SGGF/SSEG and the current presidency, 

Nathalie Amstutz (FHNW), Christa Binswanger (Universität St. Gallen), Sabine Kradolfer 

(HES-SO) would like to thank her warmly for her stimulating, supportive and competent 

commitment. With the new project “Forum of Swiss Higher Education Institutions,” the 

Think Tank reinforces its objective of transversality. The forum serves to network the 19 

projects currently being carried out at Swiss universities from 2021 - 2024 as part of the 

swissuniversities P-7 programme "Diversity, Inclusion and Equity in Higher Education 

Development." Through topic-specific activities and collaborations, the forum supports 

Switzerland-wide knowledge building and transfer on diversity, understood as an 

intersectional interaction of inequality relations that can include gender, racialisation, 

sexuality, dis/ability, age, migration and class. These institutional exchanges also consider 

approaches to solutions resulting from the partner universities’ different service areas and 

projects. In addition, scholars, diversity experts and researchers of various sub-fields of 

research on diversity, inclusion and equity in higher education are involved in these events, 

which count on the critical support of an advisory council. 

Forthcoming events: https://www.gendercampus.ch/en/ttgd/the-think-tank-gender-

diversity  

5.2. RINGS 

The RINGS (International Research Association of Institutions of Advanced Gender Studies) 

conference 2021 took place on October 25-26 online and in Budapest on the topic “Forging 

New Solidarities: Networks of (Academic) Activism and Precarity.” It was organized by the 

Department of Gender Studies, CEU PU Vienna, TNT Gender Studies Research Group, 

https://mailchi.mp/f3d481e5739e/bulletin-sseg-sggf-2020-10052800?e=4722e3b290
https://mailchi.mp/a8ea8bf80d6e/bulletin-sseg-sggf-2020-13390799?e=193a19c7b7
https://us4.campaign-archive.com/?u=facdfd58405b76e7a772e8a08&id=fd2517ae08
https://www.gendercampus.ch/en/ttgd/the-think-tank-gender-diversity
https://www.gendercampus.ch/en/ttgd/the-think-tank-gender-diversity
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University of Szeged and CEU Institute for Democracy, Budapest. As RINGS contact person 

for the SAGS, Anika Thym participated in the conference and had the opportunity to 

present our association. She also visited the general assembly, where country reports and 

short statements were presented from Austria, Check Republic, Finland, the Netherlands, 

Germany, Hungary, India, Italy, Romania, Russia, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, and 

Turkey (see conference website: https://rings2021.wixsite.com/conference/program). 

Conference participants also received information on the EU project “Reducing gendered 

inequalities caused by the COVID-19 pandemic” (see https://resistire-project.eu/). 

Furthermore, RINGS welcomes internship applications (sent to the Co-Chairpersons). 

Students currently not enrolled at universities and independent researchers may apply. 

Unfortunately, there is no remuneration for this position.  

New online resources on the RINGS website:  

- The Story of RINGS 

- The report from the last intern Bethany Gum: 

http://ringsgender.org/aktuality/what-its-like-being-a-rings-intern-during-covid-

19#.YgKQkvgxmU  

- Bethany Gum’s text written during their internship: “Decolonisation: A Local or 

Global Phenomenon?” 

http://ringsgender.org/sites/ringsgender.org/files/decolonisation_a_local_or_glob

al_phenomenon.pdf  

Individuals and/or institutes who would like to join the SAGS-RINGS group can email Anika 

Thym. Institutional membership is possible and will be evaluated by Co-Membership 

Secretaries. RINGS contact information can be found here: http://ringsgender.org/contact. 

Anika Thym (anika.thym(at)unibas.ch), liaison person to RINGS 

___________________________________________________________ 

6. Working Groups 

Working groups are at the core of the intellectual endeavour of the SAGS – a reason why 

the SAGS sent out a call for new working groups in 2021. Furthermore, we also scheduled 

a time slot for informal exchanges during the second day of our biannual conference. We 

purposefully sought to grant first-time conference attendees and SAGS long-term members 

an opportunity to meet over lunch to discuss future research collaborations and the 

possibility of liaising in thematic working groups to overcome institutional and regional 

anchors. 

The SAGS supports the working groups financially by offering them visibility on its website, 

the possibility to communicate via its electronic newsletter Bulletin SSEG-SGGF, and the 

possibility to publish in the series ”Gender Issues.” 

Proposals for thematic working groups can be sent at any time to 

info(at)genregeschlecht.ch. 

 

 

https://rings2021.wixsite.com/conference/program
http://ringsgender.org/sites/ringsgender.org/files/the_story_of_rings_0.pdf
http://ringsgender.org/aktuality/what-its-like-being-a-rings-intern-during-covid-19#.YgKQkvgxmU
http://ringsgender.org/aktuality/what-its-like-being-a-rings-intern-during-covid-19#.YgKQkvgxmU
http://ringsgender.org/sites/ringsgender.org/files/decolonisation_a_local_or_global_phenomenon.pdf
http://ringsgender.org/sites/ringsgender.org/files/decolonisation_a_local_or_global_phenomenon.pdf
http://ringsgender.org/contact
mailto:anika.thym@unibas.ch
mailto:https://www.gendercampus.ch/en/sags/activities
https://www.gendercampus.ch/en/sags/gender-issues
mailto:info@genregeschlecht.ch
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6.1. Feminisms, Marxism and Decoloniality – FMD 

We are delighted to inform you of the creation of a new Latin American working group 

named “Feminisms, Marxism and Decoloniality” (FMD). This working group is born 

ambitious in its geographical and thematic foci, aiming to institutionalise research in gender 

studies, feminisms, sexuality, decoloniality and Marxist currents developed within the 

South and Central American diasporas in Switzerland. This group also privileges 

interdisciplinary and intersectoral discussions that includes colleagues based in Latin 

America, Abya Yala, Patria Grande, as well as in Portugal and Spain. Its members 

understand it as a platform for exchanging critical perspectives and methodologies and 

building coalition between contemporary social movements and their revolutionary 

counterparts. We welcome this new working group and we wish you fruitful exchanges! 

The first meeting of this working group took place on February 3rd, 2022. 

Annelise Erismann (annelise.erismann(at)unil.ch) for the working group 

6.2. Affects, Feelings and Emotions 

Debates surrounding feelings, emotional labour, affects, and intimacy have been central 

to gender studies since their inception. In the working group “Affects, Feelings and 

Emotions,” we discuss research at the intersection of gender, affect, feelings and emotions. 

Due to the pandemic, our meetings in 2021 took place online. In our spring meeting we 

discussed a chapter from the book "Anaesthetics of Existence: Essays on Experience at the 

Edge" from Cressida Heyes and related it to our personal situations in the pandemic. In 

our second meeting in fall 2021, we discussed how we want to continue as a group. Thus, 

for 2022 we hope to be able to intensify our theoretical exchange again. Our next meeting 

will take place in February 2022, via Zoom. Two members of our group will present their 

research. New members are always welcome. 

Laura Perler (laura.perler(at)giub.unibe.ch) for the working group 

6.3. Transformation of Masculinities (TransforMen) 

The working group “Transformations of Masculinities (TransforMen)” is an interdisciplinary 

and cross-institutional research group, independent of location, conceived to strengthen 

critical studies on men and masculinities in Switzerland and make them more visible. 

In 2021, the working group worked on the publication of the book Zeitdiagnose 

Männlichkeiten. We were pleased about the lively media and public interest (see 3.1). 

Following the completion of its book project, the Transformen group will devote the new 

year to in-depth discussions on conceptual and empirical developments in critical research 

on men and masculinity. Specifically, the AG TransforMen decided to continue in 2022 with 

a Reading Group and project presentations. The group will meet in 2022 partly online, 

partly in presence.  

Interested persons are invited to join the group. 

Matthias Luterbach (m.luterbach(at)unibas.ch) for the working group 

___________________________________________________________ 

mailto:annelise.erismann@unil.ch
mailto:laura.perler@giub.unibe.ch
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7. Awards and honours 

The following awards were granted to SAGS members in 2021: 

• Dr. Stefanie Claudine Boulila (Lucerne University of Applied Sciences and Arts) 

received the Emma Goldman Award 2021. 

• Prof. Dr. Jamie L. Gloor (University of St. Gallen) won the Academy of 

Management Best Paper Award from the Gender & Diversity in Organizations 

Division for her paper titled,“(Don't) Mind the Gap: Reframing Résumés Facilitates 

Mothers' Work Re-entry,” coauthored with Ariella Kristal, Leonie Nicks, and Oliver 

Hauser. 

• Lic. phil. Lovis Hoppmann won the CSLS Prize in Language and Social Justice 

from the University of Bern, Center for the Study of Language and Society (CSLS) 

– Article in Tages Anzeiger. 

• Prof. Dr. Anelis Kaiser Trujillo (University of Freiburg, Germany) received the 

Emma Goldman Award 2021. 

___________________________________________________________ 
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